
SSGS 6111 Biostatistical Analysis and Interpretation
Week 8 (Part 1)

Introduction to Statistics

The goal of any statistical enquiry is to obtain useful information about parameters of the
object of interest. Some examples include computing the average income of every working
adult (useful to tax collectors) and finding out the proportion of people who are infected
with Hepatitis B (useful to doctors).

Population: All individuals (units) that contribute to determining the value of the parameter
of interest collectively make up a statistical object called the population. Thus, a conser-
vation biologist may find it important to talk about the population of tigers in Malaysia; a
geneticist may be concerned about the relative frequency of the sickle cell allele in Malaysia;
and a statistician may have some interesting things to say about the population of heads
and tails in infinitely many coin-tossing trials.

The size of a population can be finite, or infinite. In Malaysia, the population of tigers
probably do not number more than 500 at present. The population of Malaysia is large in
absolute numbers - about 28 million people. In both cases, the individual is physical. On
the other hand, the population of heads and tails of coin-tossing trials is abstract, since they
don’t exist until one has actually tossed a coin. However, it is still useful to talk about them
in the form of a thought experiment.

The preceding populations have characteristics that are useful for answering certain prac-
tical enquiries. For example, knowing the mean and standard deviation of the age distribution
of the tiger population tells us something about its population structure. Similarly, if the
geneticist knows the relative frequency of the sickle cell allele, then he can determine the
likelihood of sickle cell anaemia being a common disease in hospitals. Finally, knowing the
proportion of heads and tails allows the statistician to judge the fairness of a coin, as well as
what outcome to guess if asked to.

Sample: A sample is just a subset of the population. In principle, all the individuals of a
population (except for the case of coin-tossing experiment) should be observable. However,
practical considerations (resource limitation, destructive sampling) often make a complete
examination of each individual (called a census) impossible. As a result, inferences about
the population parameters have to be based on samples. Statistics is mainly concerned with
the art of drawing samples using appropriate methods, so that the results of analysis give
useful information about the population parameters.

There are many ways to draw a sample. However, only a random sample is valuable to
a statistical analysis, since such samples are representative of the population. Others, such
as convenience (e.g. taking samples at the edge instead of random points at a lake) and
haphazard (e.g. stopping strangers in the street and asking them to respond to a survey)
samples, are generally biased samples. Using them as input in an analysis can lead to
potentially misleading conclusions.
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Methods for drawing random samples may vary according to problem. A population
frame, which is a list of all individuals in the population of interest, is available in the ideal
case. If we wish to take a sample of 20 individuals, then twenty random numbers that
correspond to those in the list can be generated and then sampled. In ecological studies
where the objects are animals and plants in nature, it is impossible to have a population
frame. If the density of a particular plant species over an area is of interest, ecologists deploy
random quadrats of a certain size over this area, and then score the plant of interest. The
sample density then provides a good estimate of the population density. In experiments, rats
may be randomly allocated to the treatments of interest using random numbers. The whole
idea about randomisation is the avoidance of systematic bias in samples that will affect the
validity of statistical analyses.

As far as possible, you should try to get random samples. However, in some situations
random samples are impossible to obtain. A simple example is the sampling of plants in
difficult terrain; usually, the sampling is done in areas close to an existing path, since other
parts are either dangerous to approach or simply inaccessible. In this case, the researcher
needs to explain these difficulties explicitly to the reader, and to take appropriate precautions
in drawing general conclusions from such studies. Another example is the study of genetic
variation in a population using neutral genetic markers. It is usually assumed that the
markers used are randomly scattered in the genome. However, this assumption cannot be
verified.

Estimation: We estimate population parameters using suitable estimators, with random
sample as input. To judge whether a coin is fair, we may toss it n times, and then record
the number of heads observed (X). A reasonable estimator for the probability of getting a
head p is just the sample proportion of heads,

p̂ =
X

n
.

The hat notation above p indicates that it is an estimate of a parameter. In general, the
sample version of the parameter of interest (e.g. sample variance for variance, sample mean
for mean etc.) can always be used. However, occasionally such estimators are biased for
small sample sizes; statisticians usually use some kind of mathematical adjustments to fix
this problem, resulting in complicated looking formula for estimators.

It is not enough to just estimate a parameter - we must also say something about the
precision of this estimate. Results based on estimates that have high precision are more
useful, compared to those that have low precision. The standard error (SE) is used to
quantify the precision of an estimator. For example, the SE of the sample mean (X̄) is given
by

SE(X̄) =
SD√
n
,

where SD is the standard deviation of the n observed values X1, X2, . . . , Xn. To fix ideas,
suppose we have the following observations of the length of 5 geckos:

2.5, 3.1, 2.4, 1.8, 2.2.
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The sample mean length (± 1 SE) is 2.40± 0.21. With additional 5 geckos, we have:

2.5, 3.1, 2.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.0, 1.9, 2.2, 2.6, 3.2.

The sample mean length is 2.39 ± 0.15. The estimated mean length is about the same in
the two samples, but the second one has smaller SE, which is an improvement over the first
sample.

The sample size that needs to be taken in a study depends the variance of the variable of
interest in the population, as well as the budget of your study. If the latter is large, even 200
may not be sufficient (you thought it was big, so your efforts are wasted!). If the latter is
small, 30 may be sufficient (so doing 200 is a waste of time). If the variance is zero, the sample
size needed is just one! It is therefore important to find out about this variance before you
start collecting data. Typically, a scaled-down version of the actual study is first done, the
variance assessed, and then the required sample size for the full-scale study is computed.
Many studies failed to detect the hypothesised difference after months (and years) of work,
because the researcher did not appreciate this very important step. Remember,

YOU MUST FIRST ESTIMATE THE VARIANCE OF THE VARIABLE OF
INTEREST IN YOUR STUDY POPULATION (PILOT STUDY) AND USE
IT TO COMPUTE THE REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE BEFORE BEGINNING
YOUR MAJOR DATA COLLECTION! NO AMOUNT OF SOPHISTICATED
STATISTICAL ANALYSES CAN SAVE YOU IF YOU DON’T DO THIS!

If you want to use statistical evidence to test your hypotheses, that is what you need to do.
However, this rule may be hard to apply in certain observational studies that are exploratory
in nature. But then, the conclusions from the latter type of study are limited and do not
generalise easily.
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